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Consumer acceptance is high for leaner beef
that is economical to produce, studies find

The marketing structure and grading system for
finished beef cattle promote wasteful extra days on feed,
indicate two recent lines of research by UA meats scien-
tist Dr. John Marchello.

First, test beef, leaner than most that is retailed, scored
well in consumer acceptance studies. Almost ninety
percent of 5,000 Tucson shoppers in one study said they
were satisfied with the test beef. Most of the meat was
grade "good ", one step down from the "choice" USDA
grade of most retai I beef.

Fat marbling within red muscle adds flavor and ten-
derness to beef, but the consumers in the tests found
enough flavor and tenderness in the less fatty good -
grade beef. Most cattle feeders aim for the fatter choice
grade, because a choice carcass pays three to four cents
more per pound than a good one.

Second, in a feeding- efficiency study with 144 steers,
even large -frame animals were adequately finished after
166 days. Marchello checked seven carcass traits of
animals slaughtered at 166, 194 or 214 days on feed, and
concluded, "From the standpoint of carcass merit, very
little was gained by feeding this group of steers beyond
166 days. Feeding 194 days did improve marbling score,
which resulted in increasing quality grade from high
good to low choice. However, none of the carcass traits
was improved by feeding the additional time."

FIGURE ONE:
Weight -gain Efficiency by Days on Feed
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As the length of time on feed increased past 166 days,
the weight -gaining efficiency of the cattle dropped. They
gained less per pound of feed and less per day (see
Figure One).

"The weight that goes on last, as unnecessary fat, is
also the weight that requires the most feed and time per
pound," said Marchello. But packers generally pay more
per pound for the fatter cattle that grade higher. More fat
increases the ratio of dressed -carcass weight to live
weight. Since the packers buy the beef live and sell it
dressed, the ratio is important.

"It's not uncommon for animals to spend 250 days in
a feedlot now," said Marchello. "We've got to set up a
system where the packer looks at the value of a carcass
from the standpoint of its composition rather than the
standpoint of weight."

He advocates lowering the standards of choice -grade
beef, to include meat that now fits high in the good
grade.

Consumer Acceptance

The consumer surveys showed that shoppers do not
demand the amount of fat now required for choice -
grade beef. "Above all, meat buyers tell us they want
tender beef that is reasonable in price, with a high ratio
of lean to fat," he said.

The highest USDA beef grade, prime, is rarely even
marketed through retail grocers because the degree of
fattening required to earn the grading makes it too ex-
pensive for most shoppers.

In both the consumer survey and the study of feedlot
performance, Marchello worked with animal scientist
James A. Bennett of Utah State University and agricul-
tural economist William D. Gorman of New Mexico
State University.

About 6,500 consumers completed and returned sur-
vey cards they found in the packaging of beef they had
purchased at A. J. Bayless stores in Tucson in 1976 and
1977. A sixth of them had bought the stores' regular
beef, almost all of it graded choice. The others, unknow-
ingly, had purchased cuts from test animals slaughtered
when ultrasonically- measured backfat reached a thick-
ness of .4 inch. Almost all of this test meat was grade
good. Even after finding the survey card, the consumers
did not know whether they had test beef or regular
store beef.

The percentages of buyers "satisfied" with their beef
were lower for the good -grade test beef than for the
choice -grade store beef, but the differences were not
statistically significant. Eighty -three to 89 percent of re-



spondents were satisfied with beef from the four groups
of test animals. Ninety -one to 95 percent were satisfied
with store beef. The test groups included two groups put
on feed as calves weighing about 500 pounds each, and
two groups put on feed as yearlings averaging about
700 pounds. The four groups totalled 527 animals of
assorted breeds.

Feedlot Performance

After this consumer acceptance research, Marchello
and colleagues compared the weight -gain efficiency and
carcass quality of steers in three frame -size categories.
The small, medium and large frame categories are
the basis of new, optional, USDA feeder -calf grading
standards.

They expected to find that larger framed animals were
more efficient weight gainers than smaller framed ones.
Instead, the medium -frame steers put on the most weight
per pound of feed, and small -frame steers outperformed
large -frame ones (see Figure Two). When fed for 194 or
214 days, the small -frame animals were no longer more
efficient than the large -frame ones.

In weight gained per day, rather than per pound of
feed, the three frame -size groups showed no significant
differences. In carcass quality, the large -frame animals
scored higher than the medium- or small -frame ones fed
as long.

The researchers started with steers of mixed breeding,
averaging 500 pounds each, with about 48 in each
frame -size category. The steers ate a 75 percent concen-
trate diet, primarily alfalfa and corn. After 166, 194 or
214 days on feed, one -third of the animals in each group
were slaughtered and evaluated.

By 166 days on feed, each frame -size group already
averaged .45 inch or more of backfat, compared to the
.4 inch on the cattle slaughtered for the consumer accep-
tance study.

"Many of the cattle, especially the small -frame ones,
would have been adequately finished even before 166
days," said Marchello. Since over -finishing is costly, he
suggests grouping cattle by frame size at feedlots and
feeding the smaller -frame animals for a shorter period
than larger ones.

When sorting cattle going into the feedlot is not possi-
ble, topping out the fatter cattle for slaughter, rather than
continuing them until the whole group is finished,
should improve efficiency.

"We want to hit each animal at the point when it quits
the growth phase, where it is putting on protein, and
goes into the fat deposition stage," he said. "That point
can vary considerably among different breeds and dif-
ferent frame sizes."

"Packers want to buy steers that will have a dressed
carcass weight of 62 percent or more of the live weight,"
said Marchello. "We have built up enough evidence
to show that we don't really need to keep them on feed
that long."

FIGURE TWO:
Weight -gain Efficiency by Frame Size
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He estimated that most fed cattle slaughtered in the
United States have at least 10 percent more fat than they
need for pleasing consumers. Much of that waste fat, as
tallow, is used in feeds, soaps, lubricants and other pro-
ducts, but tallow sells cheap compared to the cost of
adding those last extra pounds at the feedlot.

By letting cattle graze longer before putting them in
feedlots, and then feeding them only until fat deposition
begins, we can make acceptable beef with only 60
days on the feedlot," says the meat scientist.

Consumers in the survey were as satisfied with beef
from the animals put on feed as 700 -pound yearlings as
with beef from animals started as 500 -pound calves. The
yearlings required an average of 84 days on feed to ac-
cumulate the .4 inch of backfat, compared to an average
of 173 days for the calves. Though the older animals
ate more per day, they ate an average total of 1,010
pounds less feed than calves. The cost of that much
75- percent- concentrate feed should be compared to
costs of the additional 10 months of grazing time for
the yearlings.

A shortcut route to improved efficiency in beef pro-
duction would be a change in USDA grading standards,
said Marchello. Lowering standards for choice to in-
clude the upper good -grade range could encourage
shorter feeding periods, without making the beef less
acceptable to consumers.

The increasing use of electrical stimulation to ten-
derize beef also weighs in favor of less- fattened cattle.
High voltage applied to the carcass improves tenderness
by about one -fourth, Marchello reported. Thus, the elec-
tricity can take the place of pounds of wasteful fat.
Roughly 10 percent of packers already use electrical
stimulation of carcasses, and the percentage is growing
quickly. Marchello believes this trend, plus evidence for
the acceptability of leaner beef, will encourage grading
and marketing changes to make beef production more
efficient.


